Telecom Manufacturer Listing

3COM CORPORATION - Network Management
3M TELECOM DIV - Telcom Equipment

A
A.B. CHANCE - Pole Line Hardware
AASTRA TELECOM - Telephones
ACP INTERNATIONAL - Route Marking Products
ACERTA - Lab Test Instruments
ADC TELECOMMUNICATIONS - Network, Infrastructure Products
ADIRONDECK WIRE & CABLE - Cordage, Wire
ADSCO LINE PRODUCTS INC - Stainless Steel Products
ADTRAN - Transmission, Network Routing
AERVO-PACIFIC CO., INC. - Paints, Specialty Coatings
AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES - Test & Measurement Equip.
AINES - Test Sets
AIPHONE - Intercom Solutions
ALCATEL - Networks
ALCOA - Aluminum
ALCOA-FUJIKURA - Fiber Optic Equipment
ALGO COMMUNICATIONS - Enhancement Products
ALLEN SYSTEMS - Detectable Tape
ALLIED BOLT INC - Nuts & Bolts
ALLIED GLOVE - Gloves
ALMETEK INC - ID Products
ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES - UPS Systems
ALUMA FORM - Hardware
AMERICAN POLYWATER CORP. - Lubricants, Cleaners
AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION - UPS
AMERITEC CORP. - Network Load Generation, Test Sets
AMP - Connectors, Tools
AMPHENOL - Fiber Optic, Connectors
ANDERSON JACOBSON - Modems
ANDREW CORPORATION - Tower Cable, Connections
ANRITSU - Test & Measurement
APC - UPS
APOLLO WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS - Paging
APPLIED INNOVATION INC. - Network Management
ARGUS TECHNOLOGIES INC. - DC Power Systems
ARMORCAST PRODUCTS CO. - Vaults, Pedastals, Pads
ARNCO, CORP. - Cable Installation
ARROW FASTENERS CO. - Staplers
ARROW-MAGNOLIA - Aerosol Products
AT&T - Telephone, Payphone Parts
AUDIOVOX COMMUNICATIONS - Cellular Phones
AVO - Test & Measurement Equipment
AVO TRAINING - Training Courses for Telco Utilities
AWC - Wire & Cable

B
B + K PRECISION - Test Instruments
BAND IT - Fastening
BASHLIN - Gloves, Lineman's Equipment
BECKMAN - Meters & Instruments
BECO MANUFACTURING - Lineman Testsets
BEKAERT CORPORATION - Strand
BELDEN COMMUNICATIONS - Wire & Cable
BELL SOUTH - Telephones
BENDIX/KING - Two-Way Radios
BENNER NAVMAN - Phone Booths
BEST-UPS Equipment

BEST-TRONICS - Cable Assemblies
BIDDLE - Test Equipment
BIG BEAM - Flashlights, Batteries
BIRD ELECTRONIC CORP. - RF Measurement & Management
BISHOP - Tape
BLACK & DECKER - Power Tools
BLACKBURN - Ground Rods, Connectors
BLONDER TONGUE - Coaxial, CATV Equip.
BOGEN COMMUNICATIONS - Audio Equipment
BOSE CORP. - Speakers
BRIGHTON ELECTRONICS - Test & Measurement Equipment
BROTHER - Fax Machines, Printers, Labelers
BUCKINGHAM - Lineman Tools
BULLARD - Hard Hats, Helmets
BURNSDY - Connectors, Ground Equipment
C
C&D TECHNOLOGIES INC. - Power Conversion Storage
CABLE PRO - Installation & Specialty Tools
CABLEWAVE SYSTEMS - Cable & Antenna Systems
CALA - Networks, Switching, VoIP
CAN-TEX INDUSTRIES - PVC Conduit, Duct & Fittings
CARLON - PVC Conduit, Duct & Fittings
CARNOTINE - Underground Utility Identification
CASIO PHONEMATE - Telephones
CCTV SOURCE - Video Security Systems
CDE SYSTEMS CORP. - Boxes & Vaults
CDS DATACOMM - Cable Assemblies
CEECO - Emergency, Public Access Phones
CHANNELLOCK, INC. - Tools
CHARLES INDUSTRIES - Transmission, OSP
CHATZ PRODUCTS INC - Structural Support
CHAUVIN ARNOUX INC. - Measurement Instruments
CHESIVES - Lineman Test Sets
CIDCO COMMUNICATIONS - Telephones
CIRCA TELECOM - Surge Protection
CISCO - Network Equipment
CITEL - Surge Protection Equipment
CMC COMMUNICATION - Radio Equipment
COBRA - Telephones, Cordless
COBY - Telephones
COMELLE COBRA - Wire & Cable
COMIAL - Telephones
COMM/SCOPE - Coaxial Cable
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY CO. - Connection Equipment
CONTROL - Hazardous Area Telephones
CONAIR - Telephones
CONDUX INTERNATIONAL - Cable Installation, Tools
COOK ELECTRIC - Protection
COOPER TOOLS - Tools
CORNING - Fiber Optic Cable, Equipment
CORNING GILBERT - Coaxial Connectivity
CORTECO - Telephones
COTT MANUFACTURING - Cable Marker, Warning Systems
CRC CHEMICAL - Lubricants, Aerosol Sprays
CREASIAN ELECTRONICS - Test Equipment
CROMPTON - Instruments
CROSLEY - Decorator, Novelty Phones
CROWE ROPE - Rope
CSI CABLE SYSTEMS - Cabling Equipment
CSI SUTTLE - Fiber, DSL, Telco Connectivity
CYPRUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS - Security, Access Control Systems

D
DAVID CLARK CO. - Headsets
DBI/SALA - Safety, Rescue Equipment
DECIBEL PRODUCTS - Antennas
DEES COMMUNICATIONS - Transfer, Access, Recording
DEWALT - Power Tools
DIAMOND ELECTRONICS - Hardware
DICKE TOOL - Tools
DICTAPHONE CORP - Telephone Equipment
DOLPHIN COMPONENTS - Connectors
DRACON - Lineman Test Sets
DURA LINE CORP. - Cable Protection
DURACELL - Batteries
DYNA METRIC, INC. - Recording Equipment
DYNATEL - Test Equipment

E
E SPIRE COMMUNICATIONS - Integrated Communications
EAGLEPITCHER TECHNOLOGIES - Batteries
EDWARDS - Signalling
ELCOOL - Payphone, Payphone Parts
ELECTRIC MOTION CO - Grounding, Hardware
ELECTRO APPLIANCE - Connectors
ENGIECUS - Expandable Multi-Handset
EPSON - Printers
ERITECH - Ground Rods, Connectors
ESSEX - Cable
EVEREADY - Batteries & Flashlights
EXIDE TECHNOLOGIES - Batteries, UPS

F
FANS TELECOM - Caller ID's, Telephones
FEDERAL SIGN & SIGNAL - Signalling
FLUKE - Test Instruments
FULTON INDUSTRIES - Flashlights, Lanterns

G
G.E. - Cellular, Telephones
GATRONICS - Paging, Explosion Proof
GENERAL CABLE - Telephone Cable
GENERAL MACHINE PRODUCTS - Aerial, OSP
GILBERT - CATV Products
GLOBAL VIDEOCONFERENCING - Videoconferencing
GM - Aerial, OSP Equipment
GN NETSET - Test Equipment
GNB - Storage Batteries
GPS EXPLORER - GPS Equipment
GREENLEE TEXTRON - Tools, Testing, Measurement

H
H.K. PORTER - Tools
HAIER AMERICA - Cell Phones
HARRIS - Telephone Equipment
HD TELECOM - Test Equipment
HEWLETT PACKARD - Printers
HILTI - Power Tools
HOP ON - Cell Phones
HOSE MCCANN - Sound Powered Telephones
HUBBELL - Lighting Equipment, Wiring Devices
HUBBELL POWER - Pole Line Hardware
HUGHES BROTHERS - Wood Crossarms
HUSKIE TOOLS, INC - Tools
HYPERLINK TECHNOLOGIES - Wireless, Equip.
Components
MITSUBISHI - Cell Phones
MITEL INC. - PBX Systems
MINUTEMAN - UPS, Protection
MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC - Tools
MILLER STEPHENSON - Lubricants, Cleaners
MILLER - Rescue, Safety Equipment
MIDLAND - Two Way Communication
MICRO DATAWAVE SYSTEMS - Wireless Solutions
MF LIGHTWAVE INC.- Fiber Optic Products
MEXIA FABRICATORS - Tower Tensioning, Repair
METRO TEL - Test Equipment
MEGGER - Test & Measurement Equipment
MDF - Cross Connect Systems
MASTERACK - Fleet Vehicle Equipment
MDF - Cross Connect Systems
MEGGER - Test & Measurement Equipment
METRO TEL - Test Equipment
MEXIA FABRICATORS - Tower Tensioning, Repair
MF LIGHTWAVE INC.- Fiber Optic Products
MICRO DATAHIVE SYSTEMS - Wireless Solutions
MIDLAND - Two Way Communication
MIDDLE WAVE - Components, Connectors
MILLER - Rescue, Safety Equipment
MILLER STEPHENSON - Lubricants, Cleaners
MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC - Tools
MINUTEMAN - UPS, Protection
MITEL INC. - PBX Systems
MITSUBISHI - Cell Phones
MOTOROLA INC. - Cellphones, Radios, Telephones
MTI TECHNOLOGIES - Data Storage
MULTI AMP - Test Equipment
MULTILINK - Switches
MULTIQUIP INC - Generators
MULTISORB TECHNOLOGIES - Oxygen Absorbers
NATIONAL STRAND - Strand
NEC AMERICA - Multi-Line Telephone Systems
NEENAH FOUNDRY - Manhole Covers
NEHRING - Ground Wire, Cable
NETWORK VIDEO TECHNOLOGIES - Video Transceiver, Hubs
NEUES INC P.K. - Handtools
NEWMAR - Communication Power Products
NEWTON - Cable Racks, Supports
NEWTRONIX - KSU Less Phones
NOKIA - Cellphones
NOR-CAL METAL FABRICATORS - Structural Support
NORTEL NETWORKS - Networks, Switching, VOIP
NORTHERN TELECOM - Networks, Switching, VOIP
NORTHWEST COMMUNICATIONS - Internet Services
NORTHERN TELECOM - Networks, Switching, VOIP
NORTHWESTERN BELL - PABX - Telephones, Fax Machines
NOYES - Fiber Optic Test Equip.
OK INDUSTRIES - Wire Wrap Tools
OIKODATA - Printers
OLYMPIA - Telephones
ONEAC - UPS, Protection
OPTICAL CABLE CORP. - Fiber Optic Cable
ORTRONICS INC - Cabling Products
ORSKOS - Tool - Digging Equipment
P.K. NEUSES - Tools
Paffen - Power Tools
PACIFIC MOFFAT - Tool Mfg - Telecom Connections
POLO & COMPANY - Lashing Wire, Stainless Steel
PORTEX MOFFAT - Tool Mfg - Telecom Connections
PORTA SYSTEMS - Protection, Support, Signal
POWERWAVE TECHNOLOGIES - Repeaters, Antennas
POWER-SONIC CORP. - Batteries
PRESIDENT - Telecom Connections
PRESIDENT - Telecom Connections
PRESIDENT - Telecom Connections
PREMAX - Pole Markers
PREDEFINED LINE PRODUCTS - Closures, Deadends
PRESSO PRODUCTS - Safety Equipment
PRESLITE WIRE - Jumper Wire
PREMAX TECHNOLOGIES - Rectifiers, Battery Chargers
PRODUCTIVE ELECTRONICS - Test Equipment
PT TECHNOLOGIES - Solvents, Lubricants
PULSE DATA HUMANWARE - Visual Impairment Devices
PURCELL SYSTEMS - Power Cabinets
PUREGAS - Air Pressurization Systems
PYRAMID - Cabinets, Terminals
QUADRA TELECOMMUNICATIONS - Payphones
QUORTECH SOLUTIONS - Public Access Equipment
R.G. WERNER - Ladders
RAD - Access Products
RADIATION SYSTEMS - Microwave Antennas
RADIATOR SPECIALITY - Work Area Safety
RAINBOW PRINTING - Stationary
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES - Wasp & Ant Killer
RATCLIFF - Hoists
RATH - Direct Dial Phones
RAYVON TECHNOLOGY CO. LTD - Bluetooth, Phones
REDWOOD - Telecom Accessories
RED WING - Boots, Shoes
RED ROLL - Warning Tape
RELIABLE ELECTRIC - Protection Equipment
RELIABLE POWER - Strandwire
RELIANCE - Data Transmission
REITEC - Access & Infrastructure
RHODES - Cable Clamps
RIPLEY TOOL CO - Tools
RISE R BOND - Test Equipment
ROANOKE - Noise Canceling Telephones
Rohm - Towers
ROLLTAPE - Measuring Wheels
ROLL-A-REEL - Reel Handling
R-T-C - Subscriber Equipment
RYCOM - Fault Locators
STANLEY-PROTO - Tools
STREAMLIGHT INC - Flashlights
STROMBERG CARLSON - Telephones
STRONGWELL - Structural Components
SUPERIOR CABLE - Wire & Cable
SUTTLE APPARATUS - Connectivity
SYMMETRICOM - Network Synchronization

T
T. A. PELSUE - Blowers, Shelters, Manhole Tools
TAESONG SYSTEM - Optical Communication
TC COMMUNICATIONS - Fiber Media Converter
TEKTRONIX, INC - Monitoring Equipment
TELEBYTE TECHNOLOGY - T1/E1 Products, Converters
TELECT INC - Connectivity, Distribution
TELEDIX - Hotel, Hospitality, Business Phones
TELEDYNE ELECTRONIC - Data Transfer, Relays
TELEFORUM - Teleconferencing Units
TELEHORN COMPANY - Loud Ringers, Alarms, Horns
TELEMANIA - Decorator, Novelty Phones
TELEMATRIX - Business Telephones
TELENETICS - Cellular Interface
TELEPOINT - Wireless Delivery Systems
TELETRONICS - Wireless LAN, Antennas
TELEWAVE - Radio Systems
TELLABS - Digital Access Systems
TELTONE - Trunk Adapters
TELTRONICS - Call Diverting
TEXARKANA - Telephone Cable
TEXTRON - Fastening
THOMAS & BETTS - Telecom, CATV Connectors
THOMPSON ELECTRONICS - Telephones, TVs, Key Systems
TII NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES - Protection
TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATION - Fiber Optic, Coaxial
TNC - Non-KSU Telephones
TONE COMMANDER - ISDN Telephones, Consoles
TOWER STRUCTURES - Towers
TRACE ENGINEERING - Inverters
TRANSECTOR SYSTEMS INC - Surge Protectors
TREND COMMUNICATIONS - Frame Relay Testing
TRIMM INC - DC Fuse Panels
TRIPPLITE - UPS, Power Protection, Inverters
TRW CINCH - Connectors
TT SYSTEMS - Decorator, Novelty Phones, KSU-less Phones
TYCO - Network Solutions
TYTON CORP - Cable Ties, Cabling, Connectivity

U
UNIDEN - Telephones
UNISYS CORP - Data
UNR-ROHN - Poles, Towers
US FIBER OPTICS - Fiber, Cable Assemblies
UTILITY VAULT CO. - Vaults

V
VALCOM - Code Call Equipment
VIALTA - Videophones
VIDEO MOUNT PRODUCTS - Mounting
VIEWSONICS INC. - Splitters, Amplifiers
VIRGINIA PLASTICS - Protective Guards, Markers
VK MOBILE - Cell Phones
VODAVI COMM SYS - Telephones
VTECH COMMUNICATIONS - Telephones

* Some manufacturers may not be available in all regions. Please contact us for specific details.
Founded in 1958, OHM International Corporation has earned acclaim as the foremost equipment and material supplier to industry worldwide.

With our focus on the global marketplace, OHM has witnessed many cultural, technological and logistical changes which have affected the supply chain and brought about a growing worldwide interdependence of industry and commerce.

Our proven ability to adapt and utilize the most efficient technology and planning to consolidate a wide scope of equipment and products from around the world, on time, and at the right price, gives our customers confidence that they will receive dependable cost-effective solutions whether developing a new large-scale project or facility, or simply supplying the daily needs of their operation.

This pamphlet provides a representative sample of the wide scope of products and manufacturers which are available to you through the services of OHM International Corp.

Our mission is to serve you with enthusiasm and prudence, to build a universal bond of solidarity, by cooperating in the work of our partners, suppliers and customers.
Datacom Manufacturer Listing

3COM
3M CORPORATION
4XEM
ABIT
ACCPAC
ACCTON TECHNOLOGY
ACER AMERICA
ACS
ACT COMPUTER SERVICES
ACTION TEC ELECTRONICS
ADAPTEC
ADDONICS
ADESSO
ADIC (ADVANCED DIGITAL INFORMATION CORP.)
ADOBE SYSTEMS
ADORAMA CAMERA
ADTRAN
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES
AEC SOFTWARE
AHED SOFTWARE
AITECH INTERNATIONAL
ALACRITECH
ALADDIN SYSTEMS
ALK SOFTWARE CORP.
ALLIED TELESYN, INC.
ALPHA
ALTEC LANSING CONSUMER PRODUCTS
ALTIGEN COMMUNICATIONS
ALTIRIS
AMAZON
AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION
ANTEC
AOC INTERNATIONAL
APEX
APPIAN GRAPHICS
APPLE COMPUTER
ARCHOS TECHNOLOGY
ASANTE TECHNOLOGIES
AT GROUP SOFTWARE
ATEN
ATI TECHNOLOGIES
ATL
ATMAN INC. PC RUSH
ATTACHMATE
ATT TECHNOLOGY
AUTODESK
AVERATEC
AVERMEDIA
AVERY DENNISON
AVO
AVO TRAINING
AVOCENT
AXIS COMMUNICATIONS

BATTERY TECHNOLOGY
BELKIN COMPONENTS
BENQ

BERBEE INFORMATION NETWORKS
BEST DATA PRODUCTS
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
BOUNDLESS TECHNOLOGIES
BROOK INTERNET SOFTWARE
BROOKTROUT TECHNOLOGY
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL
BUFFALO TECHNOLOGY
BUSLINK

CABLES TO GO
CAMINO SOFTWARE
CARIO Communications
CANNON COMPUTER SYSTEMS
CAPID
CAPTIVA-PIXEL TRANSLATIONS
CASE LOGIC
CASTELLE
CD TECHNOLOGY
CELESTICA
CELESTIX NETWORKS
CENTURY SOFTWARE
CHECK POINT SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES
CISCO SYSTEMS
CITIZEN AMERICA
CITRIX
CMS PERIPHERALS
CNET
COMMAND COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATE INC.
COMPAQ COMPUTER
COMPEX
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
CONTROL
COREL
COREX TECHNOLOGIES
CORERSTONE PERIPHERALS TECHNOLOGY
CORSAIR MEMORY
CREATIVE COMPUTERS
CREATIVE LABS
CRU
CRUCIAL TECHNOLOGY
C-SPEC CORP.
CTX INTERNATIONAL
CYBER ACOUSTICS

DANTZ DEVELOPMENT
DATA DISPLAY A/V
DATARAM
DATATOR
DATAVIZ
DATAWATCH
DELKINE DEVICES
DELL
DELTQ
DENBA SYSTEMS
DETTI TECHNOLOGIES
DIGI INTERNATIONAL
DISCREET
D-LINK SYSTEMS
DOUBLE CASE
DYMO

EAGLE WIRELESS
EAST COAST DATACOM
ECOM
EDGE MEMORY
EYEE DIGITAL SECURITY
EIDOS INTERACTIVE
EIZO NANAO TECHNOLOGIES
ELCOTROVARAY
EMEDIA
ENCORE SOFTWARE
ENFOCUS SOFTWARE
ENLIGHT, USA
ENTERASYS NETWORKS
EPSON AMERICA
EQUILIBRIUM
EQUINOX SYSTEMS
EQUISYS
ERICOM SOFTWARE
ESOFT
EXABYTE
EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL
EXTENDED SYSTEMS

F5 NETWORKS
FARGO ELECTRONICS
FELLOWES
FILEMAKER
FLUKE NETWORKS
FOCUS ENHANCEMENTS
FRAMEWORKS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
FREECOM TECHNOLOGIES
FTI
FUJI PHOTO FILM U.S.A.
FUJITSU COMPUTER PRODUCTS OF AMERICA
FUNK SOFTWARE

GATEWAY COMPUTER
GCC TECHNOLOGIES
GENERAL DATACOMM IND.
GENICOM
GLOBAL MARKETING PARTNERS
GYRATION

HARTFORD COMPUTER -- VISIONTEK
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS
HAVAS INTERACTIVE
HAWKING TECHNOLOGY
HEMERA TECHNOLOGIES
HEWLETT-PACKARD
HITACHI AMERICA
HUMMINGBIRD COMMUNICATIONS
HYPERLINK TECHNOLOGY

IBM
IDENTIX
IMATION CORPORATION (FORMERLY 3M)
IMC NETWORKS
IMSI
INDIVIDUAL SOFTWARE
INFOCUS
INFORMATICS
INFOSA

INTEL
INTERLINK
INTRUSION
INTUIT
IOGEAR
IOMEGA
IPSWITCH
IROCK

JASC SOFTWARE
JATON
JES HARDWARE SOLUTIONS
JUNIPER NETWORKS

KDS USA
KENSINGTON TECHNOLOGY GROUP
KENTROX
KEYSPAN
KEYTRONIC
KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY
KNOWLEDGEPOINT SOFTWARE
KODAK
KONICA

LABTEC
LACIE
LANDWARE
LANTRONIX
LEGATO SYSTEMS, INC.
LEXAR MEDIA
LEXMARK INTERNATIONAL
LG ELECTRONICS
LIEBERT
LIND ELECTRONICS
LINKSYS
LOGITECH
LSI Logic

MACE GROUP
MACROMEDIA
MADGE NETWORKS
MARGI SYSTEMS
MATHSOFT
MAXELL
MAXTOR INTERNATIONAL
MCAFEE
MEGGER
MEMOREX
MERIDIAN
METROBILITY
MGE UPS SYSTEMS
MICRO CONNECTORS
MICRO INNOVATIONS
MICRO SOLUTIONS
MICRONET
MICROSOFT
MICROTEK INTERNATIONAL
MILAN
MINOLTA
MINUTEMAN
MIRAMAR SYSTEMS
MITSUBISHI
MKS
MOBILITY
MSI COMPUTER
MULTI-TECH SYSTEMS

NEC COMPUTERS
NEC/MITSUBISHI
NEODATA
NET INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
NETGEAR
NETIQ
NETMANAGE
NETORIA
Netskope Technologies, Inc.
NETSCREEN TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
NETWORK COMPUTING DEVICES (NCD)
NEWTECH INFOSYSTEMS
NEWTEK
Nikon imaging products
Noble security systems
Nokia
NOLO PRESS
NOMADIX
NORCENT
NORTEL
NOVA DEVELOPMENT
NOVASTOR
NOVELL

OFFICE SECURITY
ONI
OMNITRON SYSTEMS
OPTOMA TECHNOLOGY
OSICOM TECHNOLOGIES
OVERLAND STORAGE

PACIFIC DIGITAL
PALM, INC.
PALO ALTO SOFTWARE
PANAMAX
PANASONIC
PANASONIC (PROJECTORS)
PANTONE
PARADYNE
PC GUARDIAN
PEARSON BOOK
PERFORMANCE SOFTWARE
PERLE SYSTEMS
PERVERSIVE SOFTWARE
PGP
PHAROS
PHILIPS
PHOENIX
PICTURE TEL
Pinnacle Systems
PLANAR
PLANTRONICS
PLEXTOR
PNY ELECTRONICS
POLYCOM
POPKIN SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS
POWERFILE INC.
POWERQUEST
POWERWARE
PRIMAVERA SYSTEMS
PRIMERA TECHNOLOGY
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
PRINTRONIX
PROMISE TECHNOLOGY
PROXIM
PROXIMA
PUNCH SOFTWARE
QUALSTAR
QUANTUM
QUARK
RABBIT SEMICONDUCTOR
RARITAN COMPUTER
RATOC SYSTEMS
RED HAT SOFTWARE
RHINOTEK
RICOH
ROXIO
RSA SECURITY
SAFENET
SAGER
SAMSUNG
SAMSUNG INFORMATION SYSTEMS AMERICA
SANOSK
SCANSOFT
SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY
SHARP ELECTRONICS
SIIWIRELESS DATA, INC.
SIGMA DESIGNS
SIG
SIMPLE TECH
SMART MODULAR TECHNOLOGIES
SMARTDISK
SMC
SNAP APPLIANCE, INC.
SOCKET COMMUNICATIONS
SONICWALL
SONY
Sprint Spectrum LP
STALLION TECHNOLOGY
STARTECH COMPUTER PRODUCTS
STEPHEN GOULD CORPORATION
STORCASE
STRADIS
SUPER MICRO
SVA
SYBASE
SYMANTEC
SYSTOR
SYSTOR
TANDBERG DATA
TARGUS
TDK
TEAC
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS
TELREX
THURSBY SOFTWARE
TIVOLI PASSPORT ADV
TOSHIBA

TOSHIBA PROJECTORS
TRANSITION NETWORKS
TREND MICRO
TRENDWARE
TRIPP LITE
TSC
TURTLE BEACH SYSTEMS
TUT SYSTEMS
TYAN

U.S. ROBOTICS
ULEAD SYSTEMS
UNISYS CORP.

V COMMUNICATIONS
VERBATIM CORPORATION
VERICEPT
VERITAS SOFTWARE
VICTORY TECHNOLOGY
VIEWSONIC
VIKING COMPONENTS
VIRTUAL INK
VISART
VISIONEER
VMWARE
VTECH COMMUNICATIONS

WACOM TECHNOLOGY
WATCHGUARD TECHNOLOGIES
WESTELL
WESTERN DIGITAL
WINBOOK
WISE SOLUTIONS
WRQ

XEROX
XIMETA
XLINK TECHNOLOGY

Yosemite Technologies, Inc.

Z WORLD
ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES
ZILOG, INC.
ZONET
ZOOM TELEPHONICS
ZYXEL

* Some manufacturers may not be available in all regions. Please contact us for specific details.